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(OE) Double-Suffixed (DS) nouns, adjectives, and adverbs on the basis of the theoretical framework of 
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I. Introduction 

Old English (hereafter, OE) vocabulary is contrasted with the vocabulary of 

Present-Day English (hereafter, PDE) in terms of the degree of dependence upon 

word-formation processes. As pointed out by Kastovsky (1992:294), in PDE, 70 

percent words or more are borrowed or loan words, while in OE only about three 

percent words are borrowed from Latin, and almost all OE (complex) words are the 

indigenous Germanic words. Therefore, the word-formation processes of affixation 

(prefixation and suffixation) and compounding are significantly developed in OE. 

As a result, OE keeps a large stock of not only prefixal derivatives and 

compounds, but also suffixal derivatives (e.g., ber-end 'bearer' (N) < beran 'to bear'; 

weorþ-full 'worthy' (A) < weorþ 'worth'; ǣ-līce 'lawfully' (Adv) < ǣ 'law'; clǣn-sian

'to cleanse' (V) < clǣne 'clean'), which is demonstrated by a number of handbooks 

and articles (Wright & Wright 1908; Kastovsky 1985, 1992; Lass 1994; Quirk & Wrenn 

1994; Hogg 2002; Mitchell & Robinson 2007;  among others). 

By the previous studies, various types of OE suffixes are introduced and 

described in a way that the suffixes are listed in accordance with their lexical 

categories (noun, adjective, adverb, verb) or with their productivity (high frequency 

> low frequency), or just alphabetically. Underneath the lists are in general the 

descriptions of semantic patterns of OE suffixes with relevant examples of 

derivatives to which the suffixes are attached. It is certain that the descriptive studies 

provide a solid foundation for initiating the investigation of OE suffixation. 

However, all of the studies are restricted to OE Single-Suffixed (hereafter, SS)1

derivatives only. 

  1 Single-Suffixed derivatives end with only one derivational suffix, while Double-Suffixed derivatives end 

with two consecutive suffixes. For example, in the two derivatives, frem-full 'profitable' and frem-ful-nes 

'profitableness', the former frem-full is an SS adjective ending with one adjectival suffix -ful (-full), which 

is called a first-degree derivative ([[frem]-full SF1]A). Meanwhile, the latter frem-ful-nes is a DS noun ending 

with two consecutive suffixes -ful (-full) (A) and -nes (-ness) (N), thus it is a second-degree derivative 

([[[frem]-full SF1]A-nes SF2]N). 
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In OE, a suffix can be attached to an SS derivative, resulting in Double-Suffixed 

(hereafter, DS) derivatives. The examples in (1) are OE DS nouns, adjectives, and 

adverbs identified in this work.  

(1)

a. DS Nouns: þēow-dōm-hād 2 'service'; dryht-en-dōm 'sovereignty'; 

ende-lēas-nys 'endlessness'; hǣð-en-scipe 'heathenism, paganism'; 

hyge-lēas-t 'thoughtlessness' 

b. DS Adjectives: wild-er-līc 'wildbeast-like'; frēc-en-ful 'harmful, dangerous';

reg-ol-fæst 'observing a rule'; clif-iht-ig 'cliffy'; hǣð-en-isc 'heathenish, pagan' 

c. DS Adverbs: smēag-end-līce 'searchingly, exactly'; sceam-lēas-līce 'shamelessly'; 

wuldor-fæst-e 'gloriously'; frēc-en-līce 'dangerously'; æfte-weard-e 'afterward'

OE vocabulary is known to be rich in word-families that are related with 

morphological paradigms. (Kastovsky 1992:294) In the derivational paradigms, a 

large number of DS derivatives are paradigmatically linked to the corresponding SS 

derivatives and the base stems or base words (hereafter, BASEs) (e.g., a DS noun: 

recc-end-dōm 'ruling, governance' ≈3 an SS noun: recc-end 'ruler, governor' ≈ a 

verbal BASE: reccan 'to rule'). 

Although DS derivatives are formed productively in OE,4 there has hardly been a 

study that digs solely into OE Double Suffixation; this topic has partly been dealt 

with in some previous studies that focus on OE morphological processes and their 

  2 For better clarity and understanding of the examples of OE suffixed words, in this study, I hyphenate 

between i) a base (stem or word) and a suffix, and ii) two suffixes. 

  3 In this study, following Booij (2010), the symbol ≈ is used to denote a paradigmatic relation between 

(complex) words. 

  4 The productivity of OE DS derivatives is demonstrated by Torre Alonso (2011a:128), which identifies 

more than 3,000 OE suffixal derivatives including the derivatives with prefixes and with more than three 

suffixes.  
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complexities (Kim 2008, 2014, 2018; González Torres 2011; Martín Arista 2011; Torre 

Alonso 2011a, 2011b; Torre Alonso & Metola Rodríguez 2013; Vea Escarza 2016;

among others). But these studies cover 'Multiple Affixation' (both prefixation and 

suffixation) (e.g., eft-for-gif-nes 'reconciliation'; ge-mynd-ig-lic-nes 'remembrance', 

etc.). In addition, the lexical categories of the derivatives analyzed are confined to 

nouns and adjectives only. 

In consideration of the limitation of previous research, the current study 

concentrates on the analysis of OE DS derivatives. After analyzing the formal and 

semantic features of DS nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, this study has discovered 

firstly that there are 'Regular' patterns that comply with the principle of 

compositionality, where a complex word is coined by the concatenation of 

morphemes (e.g., god-cund-nys 'divinity' < god-cund 'divine' < god 'god'; 

sib-sum-līce 'peaceably' < sib-sum 'peaceable' < sib 'peace'). In addition, it has been 

found that there are 'Idiosyncratic' patterns that deviate the principle (e.g., dys-ig-nes

'foolish practice, blasphemy' < dys-ig 'dizzy, foolish' < dysian 'to be foolish, 

blaspheme'; drunc-en-nes 'drunkenness' < drunc-en 'drunkenness' < drincan 'to drink'; 

stan-ig-lic 'stony' < stan-ig 'stony, rocky' < stan 'stone'). 

According to the previous studies grounded on traditional 'Morpheme-based' 

morphology, the idiosyncratic patterns of DS or SS derivatives are generally treated 

as exceptional cases. For example, in the DS derivatives drunc-en-nes 'drunkenness' 

and stan-ig-lic 'stony', there are firstly-attached suffixes (hereafter, SF1) -en and -ig, 

and secondly-attached suffixes (hereafter, SF2) -nes and -līc. What is interesting is 

that the meanings of the SS derivatives drunc-en 'drunkenness' and stan-ig 'stony 

rocky' are the same as the meanings of the DS derivatives. Since the SF2s seem to 

add no meanings to the SS derivatives, the SF2s are treated as 'superfluous, 

redundant, pleonastic, or tautological' suffixes (particularly in Kastovsky 1992; Martín 

Arista 2011 ;  Kim 2018). 

However, within the theoretical framework of  'Word-based'  Construction Morphology 

(hereafter, CxM), the  idiosyncratic patterns of DS derivatives can be 'accounted for'. In 
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this CxM approach to OE Double Suffixation, each DS derivative is considered as 

a construction with certain form and meaning. Hence, the formal and semantic 

features of both regular and idiosyncratic patterns of DS derivatives can be specified 

simply in abstract schemas. Within specified schemas, the pleonastic SF2s of DS 

derivatives as constructions are not superfluous, but  morphologically and semantically 

motivated.   

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, this article provides a morphological and 

semantic analysis of OE Double Suffixation based on CxM (Booij 2010) and 'Sense 

Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 2015); this is the first study in the field of OE 

word-formation. As regards formal and semantic properties, it is identified that OE DS 

derivatives are divided largely into two patterns; i) Regular (Transparent) pattern and 

ii) Idiosyncratic (Opaque or Pleonastic) patterns. After listing OE DS derivatives 

([[[BASE Stem/Word] SF1] SF2]) according to the features of each group, this study 

offers schematic representations, where the previously analyzed formal and semantic 

properties of OE DS derivatives will be represented by means of abstract schemas. 

Schematization has a representational strength in that even though a complex word has 

a number of formal and semantic features, they can be generalized and abstracted away. 

Therefore, the generalized features represented in a schema can be clearly and simply 

identified at one view, which makes it easier to understand OE Double Suffixation. 

Second, in order to provide a theoretical explanation for the occurrence of idiosyncratic 

(Opaque or Pleonastic) patterns of OE DS derivatives, this study adopts the concept 

of 'Sense Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 2015) that helps to account for the phenomena of  

meaning addition or meaning specificity (restrictiveness) found in the DS derivatives in 

OE.  As to the Pleonastic DS derivatives, this study is in line with Booij (2007, 2008) 

and Booij & Audring (2018), in which pleonasm (or tautology) is viewed as the 

phenomenon of Overcharacterization, and the cause of the occurrence of that  phenomenon 

is for systematization and the coherence in the lexicon of OE. Other important and 

useful ideas of CxM such as schema unification and paradigmatic relationship are also 

adopted to better account for both regular and idiosyncratic patterns.  
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This study proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides relevant background on OE 

suffix combinations, the key ideas of the theoretical framework of CxM, and the 

semantic concept of 'Sense Inheritance', all of which would help understand the main 

argument of this paper. Section 3 offers the inventories of OE suffixes involved in 

Double Suffixation and [SF1-SF2] combinations identified, as well as the relevant 

data of OE DS derivatives (Nouns, Adjectives, Adverbs). Section 4 carries out a full 

morphological and semantic analysis of OE regular and idiosyncratic DS derivatives 

by means of schematic representations. Lastly, Section 5 summarizes this paper and 

draws out some implications of the analysis.

II. Previous Studies

2.1 Overview of Old English Suffix Combinations

This section provides a brief note on some recent morphological and semantic 

approaches to OE suffix combinations. In this area, two intriguing issues have been 

dealt with; i) morphological complexity and recursiveness (derivational chains) of 

OE affixation (Prefixation and Suffixation), handled by González Torres (2011); 

Torre Alonso (2011a), (2011b); Torre Alonso & Metola Rodríguez 2013; ii) OE suffix 

pleonasm or affixal redundancy by Martín Arista (2011) and Kim (2018).  

As to the first issue, the four studies comprehensively examine the morphological 

complexity and recursivity of OE affixation, which provide insight into the 

morphological formation of OE Double Suffixation although some of the results are 

inconsistent with those of the current study.   

In González Torres (2011), OE affixal nouns have been analyzed in terms of their 

morphological complexity and recursiveness. In the descriptive analysis, González 

Torres (2011:47) identifies 351 prefixal nouns and 3,001 suffixal nouns, and 

concluded that suffixation in OE is recursive because suffixes can freely attach to 
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the (already) prefixed- or suffixed-nouns (e.g., [[ed- PF5 spel] -lung SF] 

'recapitulation'; [[mæg -en SF1] -scype SF2] 'might') (González Torres 2011:62).  

After exploring the recursiveness of OE noun formation, González Torres 

(2011:64) applies the analyzed affixal nouns to the morphological template of OE 

([PREFIELD 2] [PREFIELD 1] NUCLEUS [POSTFIELD 1] [POSTFIELD 2]) formulated by Martín Arista 

(2008). González Torres (2011:66) argues that OE affixal nouns allow a maximum 

of two prefield and two postfield slots (un-ful-frem-ed-nes 'imperfection' = [un] [ful] 

frem [ed] [nes]). The argument from González Torres (2011:66) is acceptable 

because in general two prefixes and two suffixes can be attached to a lexeme in OE.

However, her further claim that "Old English does not allow for triple 

suffixation or prefixation." (González Torres 2011:66) is problematic because my 

observation shows that there exist triple-suffixed derivatives in OE even though they 

are hardly found (e.g., gēog-uþ-hād-nes 'the state of youth, youth'; 

ealdor-dōm-lic-nes 'authority, control'; wuldor-fæst-līc-ness 'gloriousness, glory'; 

mæg-þ-hād-līc 'virgin, virginal, maidenly'). 

With respect to the claim about OE triple suffixation put forward by González 

Torres (2011), Torre Alonso (2011a) has a different view. He firstly examines the 

recursive morphological structure of OE affixal nouns including compound nouns. 

Secondly, Torre Alonso (2011a:141-144) proposes six levels of derivational 

complexity, of which he argues that the level three ([[PF2 [PF1 BASE]] SF]) and 

the level four ([[PF2 [[PF1 BASE] SF1]] SF2]) take place the most frequently (e.g., 

level 3: ūp-ā-ris-nes 'resurrection' ([āAf1 ris]V > [ūpAf2 [āAf1 ris]V]V > [[ūpAf2 [āAf1

ris]V]V nesAf3]N); level 4: un-ge-sib-sum-nes 'quarrelsomeness' ([geAf1 sib]N > [[geAf1

sib]N sumAf2]A > [unAf3 [[geAf1 sib]N sumAf2]A]A > [[unAf3 [[geAf1 sib]N sumAf2]A]A 

nessAf4]N). Considering that OE suffixes can be attached to prefixed or suffixed 

words frequently, I am entirely agreed with his observation and argument.  

As to the treatment of triple suffixation, Torre Alonso (2011a:137), contrary to 

González Torres (2011), concedes that there are a few triple-suffixed nouns in OE 

  5 PF refers to 'Prefix'.
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(e.g., ealdor-dōm-lic-nes 'authority, control'; wuldor-fæst-līc-ness 'glory'). However, 

there is a limitation in Torre Alonso (2011a:137), where the triple-suffixed nouns are 

treated as 'exceptions' to the application of the morphological template in OE  

word-formation ([PREFIELD 2] [PREFIELD 1] BASE [POSTFIELD 1] [POSTFIELD 2]) from Martín 

Arista (2008). In this respect, I view that the template proposed needs to make a 

full generalization by considering the morphological process of OE affixation 

including triple suffixation.  

Torre Alonso (2011b) analyzes the recursive morphological structure of OE 

prefixal and suffixal nouns in order to identify the existence of closing affixes in 

OE. Torre Alonso (2011b:269) concludes that the suffixes -ung (-ing) and -nes

(-ness) are the most productive as an SF2 in [SF1-SF2]N combinations, which 

corresponds to my research; -nes (-ness) and -ung (-ing) occur the most frequently 

as an SF2 in [SF1-SF2]N combinations, comprising 55% and 17%, respectively. 

Meanwhile, his results do not include the occurrence of the suffixes -ere, -end, and

-ling as an SF2, which can be observed in the current research. 

As regards closing suffixes, Torre Alonso (2011b:275) claims that there are no 

closing suffixes in OE noun formation because of the morphological recursivity. For 

example, the nominal suffix -nes (-ness) can be a final suffix in [[un-riht]-nes] 

'wickednes' (< [un-riht]), but it cannot be final in [un-[gehīrsum-nes]] 'disobedience' 

(< gehīrsum-nes) since the derivational processes are recursive. 

Torre Alonso & Metola Rodríguez (2013) extend the work of Torre Alonso (2011b) 

by including all major lexical categories in investigating the recursive processes of 

OE affixation together with identifying closing suffixes. As a result of analyzing 852 

types of [SF1-SF2] derivatives occurring as one of the four morphological patterns 

([[SF1]N SF2]N/A/Adv/V; [[SF1]A SF2]N/A/Adv/V; [[SF1]Adv SF2]N/A/Adv; [[SF1]V

SF2]N/A/Adv/V), Torre Alonso & Metola Rodríguez (2013:52) assume the two nominal 

suffixes  -nes (-ness) and -ung (-ing) as 'process closing affixes', both of which 

accept further derivations except for suffixation. This assumption, however, only 

partly match with the present study in that according to my data, the suffix  -nes (-ness) 
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prevents further suffixation, while the suffix -ung (-ing) does allow for further 

suffixation (e.g., wicc-ung-dōm 'witchcraft, magic'; fyrþr-ing-nes 'furthering', etc.).

To conclude,  while analyzing the recursive derivational processes of OE complex 

words, all of the four previous studies demonstrate the frequent occurrence of Double 

Suffixation in OE, which illustrates that OE Double Suffixation alone is worthy of 

being investigated. In consideration of the shortcomings identified in the previous 

works, the present study broadens the research scope into DS adjectives and adverbs 

including DS nouns, and provides more varied [SF1-SF2] combinations of OE 

Double Suffixation. 

The second issue of 'Suffix Pleonasm' occurring in OE Double Suffixation is 

handled by Martín Arista (2011) and Kim (2018). In the analysis of OE adjectival 

formations regarding prefixation and suffixation, Martín Arista (2011:335) provides 

the alternation of 'Suffix vs. Suffix-Suffix' (e.g., -cund vs. -cund-lic (met-cund vs. 

met-cund-lic 'metrical'); -ig vs. -ig-lic (unmiht-ig vs. unmiht-ig-lic 'weak')) that 

exhibits what he calls 'Affixal Redundancy' showing (partial) synonymy between the 

two pairs (Martín Arista 2011:323-325). He regards this phenomenon as 'Redundant 

Derivation' by defining it as "Redundant derivation applies when an affix is attached 

that contributes the same meaning as another affix which has already been added to 

the base of derivation." (Martín Arista 2011:323, 342). 

As a result of the analysis, Martín Arista (2011:343) claims that the adjectival 

suffix -līc only can occur as an SF2 in [SF1-SF2] combinations. His claim, however, 

cannot be entirely agreed because according to my research, not only -līc, but also 

-fæst and -ig are able to appear in the position of SF2 (e.g., wlit-ig-fæst 'beauteous'; 

clif-iht-ig 'cliffy, steep'; hrēod-iht-ig 'reedy'). 

As regards the cause of the phenomenon of redundant derivation, Martín Arista 

(2011:342-343) expounds that redundant suffixation arises because the adjectival 

suffixes involved in redundant derivation (-bǣre, -cund, -fæst, -feald, -leās, -līc,

-sum, -weard, -welle, -wende, -wıs) undergo grammaticalization. 

Kim (2018) draws a similar, but more elaborated conclusion in terms of the 
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reason why redundant suffixation occurs in OE derivatives. Kim (2018) investigates 

more intensively the phenomenon of pleonasm in OE multiply-suffixed nouns and 

adjectives. Kim (2018:8-10) identifies eight patterns of adjectival suffix combinations 

([[X -cund/-fæst/-feald/-ful(l)/-ig/-isc/-sum/-weard SF1]A -līc SF2]A) and four patterns of 

nominal suffix combinations ([X -et/-hād/-ung (-ing) SF1]N -dōm/-scipe/-nes SF2]N) that 

showing suffix pleonasm. 

Kim (2018) points out that there is a synonymous relation between a base and an SS 

derivative, or between an SS and a DS derivative (e.g., i) æðel 'noble' vs. æðel-lic 'noble'; 

gagol ‘lascivious, wanton’ vs. gagol-bære ‘lascivious, wanton’; ii) god-cund 'divine' 

vs. god-cund-lic 'divine'; þeow-et ‘service, slavery’ vs. þeow-et-dom service’ (Kim 

2018:6-10)). Hence, he regards pleonastic suffixes as "semantically-vacuous and  

morphologically-redundant" (Kim 2018:1). The main point of Kim (2018) is that most of 

the suffixes involved in OE suffix pleonasm are grammaticalized, and the semantically 

bleached suffixes may occur pleonastically to play a role in enhancing morphological 

transparency of the derivatives. 

The current study is in line with the argument of Kim (2018) about the 

enhancement of derivatives' morphological transparency, which to some degree 

corresponds to the phenomenon of systematization in OE lexicon (Booij 2007 ; Booij 

& Audring 2018). However, with regard to counting pleonastic suffixes as being 

superfluous, the present study has a different view that pleonastic suffixes are not seen as 

being redundant, but as having a semantic function; according to my data, among 50 

idiosyncratic (Pleonastic) DS derivatives, only 9 DS derivatives have the exact same 

meanings as the meanings of the SS derivatives (the bases of DS derivatives); the 

other 41 DS derivatives show meaning addition or meaning restrictiveness. 

In sum, the current study is distinctive from the two previous studies Martín 

Arista (2011) and Kim (2018) dealing with 'Suffix Pleonasm' in that this work 

focuses not only on meaning sameness but also on meaning differences between DS 

and SS derivatives,6 which will be provided in section 4.2.2. 

  6 Szymanek (2015:152-153) also focuses on the actual usage of pleonastic derivatives. For instance, the 
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2.2 Construction Morphology (CxM): Abstract Schema, Schema Unification, 

Overcharacterization, Systematization

The theoretical framework that this article is grounded on is CxM (Booij 2010). 

CxM takes a word-based perspective, whereby a word is a basis of a morphological 

analysis. Accordingly, the fundamental tenet of CxM is that a (complex) word is a 

construction with certain FORM and MEANING. The formal and semantic 

properties of a (complex) word can be specified in an 'Abstract Schema'. According 

to Booij (2005:124), abstract schemas are conceived by language users in a way that 

when they encounter a number of a certain type of words, the users infer an abstract 

scheme for that type of words. By making use of the established abstract schema, 

language users are able to coin new words of that type. 

A well-known example of an abstract schema is the one for the construction of 

English deverbal nouns in -er (Booij 2005:123; Booij 2010:2). 

(2) [[X]V er]N ↔ 'one who Vs' 

In this schema for English deverbal nouns in -er, the formal property is specified 

on the left of the double arrow (↔), while the semantic property is on the right. In 

FORM, it can be seen that one slot is variable, but the other is fixed. The variable 

'X' indicates that any English verb can be filled in that slot, while the slot for the 

nominal suffix -er is fixed, which represents that the suffix -er cannot be replaced 

by any suffix within that schema. In MEANING, the interpretation of 'one who' is 

fixed, while the action-denoting 'V' is still variable. In this way, the abstract schema 

clearly shows the correspondence between the form and meaning of English deverbal 

nouns in -er.

In accordance with the abstract schema in (2), a new deverbal noun in -er can be 

prefixal verb over-exaggerate has more specific sense 'to go beyond anticipated exaggeration' other than the 

basic meaning 'to make something seem larger' that is also expressed identically by the verb exaggerate. 
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made by 'Schema Unification' or 'Template Conflation' (Booij 2005, 2010). For 

instance, the deverbal noun faxer 'one who FAXes' can be coined through the 

morphological operation of unification, where the schema for the verb 'to FAX' is 

unified with the schema for deverbal nouns in -er. 

In CxM, 'Schema Unification' is the basic operation of the coinage of new 

complex words. It is distinguished from the traditional morpheme-based approach, 

where a complex word is formed by the concatenation of morphemes. For example, 

the deverbal noun faxer 'one who faxes' is analyzed to be made by the concatenation 

of the verbal morpheme 'to fax' and the nominal suffix -er (a morpheme) that bear 

the agentive meaning. The morpheme-based approach has a limitation that it cannot 

explain the non-compositional complex words (e.g., sponger 'parasite', sitter 'bird', 

cooler 'prison', etc. (Marchand 1969:274-275)); exceptions must be stored in the 

lexicon.  

In contrast, 'Schema Unification' in word-based morphology provides an 

alternative way to account for the idiosyncratic properties of complex words.7 If we 

assume that not a morpheme, but a word as a construction has certain meanings, 

and specify the idiosyncratic formal and semantic features of complex words 

properly in the unified schemas, the non-compositional complex words treated just 

as exceptions can be well accounted for. Further, new idiosyncratic complex words 

can be coined based on the unified schemas.8  

As regards 'Overcharacterization' and 'Systematization', the two phenomena are well 

defined in Booij (2007:318, 323); i)  Overcharacterization: "Redundant morphological 

expression of a semantic property of a word"; ii) Systematization: "Form of 

morphological change by which the situation of 'one form-one meaning' is obtained 

  7 In CxM, a non-compositional complex word is seen as a 'Constructional Idiom', which is defined, by 

Booij (2002:301), as "a construction with a (partially) non-compositional meaning, of which not all terminal 

elements are fixed." That is, if a multi-word unit has both variables and fixed parts, it is a constructional 

idiom (e.g., [X-er]N 'one who Vs') (Booij 2005:129).   

  8 For more details about 'Schema Unification', 'Abstract Schema', or 'Paradigmatic Relationship', see Park 

(2018:9-14) and (2019:32-34).  
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for the morphological encoding of a particular semantic domain". 

Let me first look into the phenomenon of 'Overcharacterization'. According to Booij 

(2008:32-33), overcharacterization, called differently as 'Hypercharacterization', is 

defined as the phenomenon that a word ending in a suffix do not make any 

semantic contribution to the word that is the base of the suffixal word. For example,  

in Dutch, the person-denoting suffix -er is added to nouns that already bear an 

agentive meaning (e.g., Dominican-er 'Dominican' < Dominic-aan 'id.';9 UHD-er 

'university head teacher, associate professor' < UHD10 'id.'; herd-er 'shepherd' < 

herd-e 'id.') (Booij 2008:32-33; Booij & Audring 2018:78). Corbin (1989:38) gives 

similar examples of  French nouns ending in -ier, where the suffix -ier is added to 

the nouns that already denote plant names (e.g., peupl-ier 'poplar' < peuple 'id.'; 

magnol-ier 'poplar' < magnolia 'id.'). 

Szymanek (2015:152-153) considers 'Hypercharacterization' as a special case of 

pleonasm, where an affix is attached to the base, which 'repeats' the meaning 

component that is already included in the base (e.g., exaggerate 'to make something 

seem larger, more important, better or worse than it really is' > over-exaggerate 'id.' 

(over- 'excess')). 

With respect to the occurrence of overcharacterization (or hypercharacterization), 

Corbin (1989), Booij (2007, 2008), and (Booij & Audring 2018) attribute the cause 

of it to the operations of 'Paradigmatic Integration' or 'Systematization'. According to 

Corbin (1989:39), a pleonastic suffix functions as a 'Paradigmatic Integrator' that 

serves as deriving a suffixal word that belongs to a certain morphological category 

where the suffixal word is paradigmatically linked with other words ending in the 

same suffix. In this regard, Corbin (1989:38) ascribes the cause of 

overcharacterization to 'Paradigmatic Integrator'. 

In a similar vein, Booij (2007, 2008), and (Booij & Audring 2018) propose that 

overcharacterization occurs for the purpose of 'Systematization'. As the definition of 

  9 'Identical' is abbreviated as 'id.'.

  10 UHD is a Dutch acronym for universitair hoofddocent 'university head teacher, associate professor' 

(Booij 2008:32-33).
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'Systematization' by Booij (2007:323) given above, systematization aims to obtain a 

morphological uniformity, where all of the suffixal words denoting a certain 

meaning are attached with the same suffix (Booij 2008:32-33); (e.g., [X-er]N: 

Afrik-an-er 'African'; herd-e-(e)r 'shepherd'; BN (Bekende Nederland-er)-er 'famous 

Dutchman' (Booij & Audring 2018:78). Hence, Booij (2007:273) affirms that 

"systematization leads to overcharacterization". 

From the perspective of CxM, overcharacterization can be accounted for by 

schema imposition, where the schema ([[X] SF]) for suffixal words ending in a 

pleonastic suffix with a particular meaning is imposed on the words that already 

bear the same meaning (e.g., [Afrik -an] 'African' > [[Afrik -an] -er] 'id.'). In this 

case, the schema for pleonastic derivatives ([[X] SF]) is motivated and serves to 

coin new complex words that lead to enhancing coherence in the mental lexicon 

(Booij & Audring (2018:78). 

2.3 Sence Inheritance: Overall (or Total) Inheritance, Semantic Widening, 

and Semantic Narrowing 

In dealing with 'Sence Inheritance' from bases to derivatives, Bauer & Valera 

(2015) suggest three semantic models; i) 'Overall (or Total) Inheritance'; ii) 

'Semantic Widening'; iii) 'Semantic Narrowing', all of which are concerned on the 

basis of the concept of 'Word Family', where a sequence of words are linked by 

sharing the same base (Bauer & Valera 2015:69). According to Bauer & Valera 

(2015:82), the inherited senses are, in general, the central senses of the base. 

In the case of 'Overall (or Total) Inheritance', derivation is made to transfer 

lexical meanings to new derivatives (Bauer & Valera 2015:72). For instance, the 

central sense of the meaning of the base noun nation 'an aggregation of persons of 

the same ethnic family' is transferred to the meaning of the first-degree adjectival 

derivative nation-al 'of, relating to, or maintained by a nation as an organised whole 

or independent political unit' (Bauer & Valera 2015:75). 
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However, non-central sense also can be inherited from a base to derivatives 

(Bauer & Valera 2015:75). For example, the base noun nation has the non-central 

meaning 'a body of people associated with a particular territory who are sufficiently 

conscious of their unity', from which the meaning of the derivative nation-al

'peculiar or common to the whole people of a country' can be derived (Bauer & 

Valera 2015:75). 

Bauer & Valera (2015:72) defines 'Semantic Widening', where in a lexeme, new 

senses can be derived, which may have nothing to do with the senses that the base 

holds (e.g., a base verb compete 'to contend with another for a prize, profit, etc.; 

engage in a contest' > a second-degree nominal derivative compet-ence (in 

linguistics) 'the ability which all native speakers have to produce sentences which 

they have never heard before' (Bauer & Valera 2015:76)). 

According to Bauer & Valera (2015:72), 'Semantic Narrowing' happens by the 

derivational processes in operation, which restrict the senses of the base by selecting 

some particular senses of the base. For instance, in Bauer & Valera (2015:78), it can 

be seen that only the most central sense in the base noun centre is directly and 

continuously transferred to the senses in the two derivatives centr-al and centr-al-ize; 

centre 'the middle point, as the point within a circle of sphere equidistant from all 

the points' > centr-al 'of or forming the centre' > centr-al-ize 'to draw to or towards 

a centre'. 

In this case, whenever the derivational process is carried out (centre > centr-al > 

centr-al-ize), the two derivatives centr-al and centr-al-ize tend to show 'Semantic 

Narrowing'; from centre (14 meanings in total), centr-al derives only 8 meanings, 

and in centr-al-ize, the meanings are narrowed down to three. Bauer & Valera 

(2015:81) conclude that it is natural that 'Semantic Narrowing' happens more 

commonly and frequently than 'Overall (or Total) Inheritance' and 'Semantic 

Widening'. 

In sum, derivational processes are continuously operated, whereby derivatives may 

totally inherit, narrow down or widen the central senses of a base (Bauer & Valera 
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2015:82).

Based on the backgrounds of OE suffix combinations, the central insights of 

CxM, and 'Sence Inheritance' introduced so far, the current study examines the 

formal and semantic features of OE DS nouns, adjectives and adverbs, and 

represents the properties in abstract schemas. 

III. Data and Observations

This study, by making use of four OE dictionaries, has identified a total of 287 

types of OE DS derivatives,11 of which 169 types are DS nouns, 64 types are DS 

adjectives, and 54 types are DS adverbs. As a result of the investigation of the 

suffixes involved in OE Double Suffixation, it has been found that a total of 33 

types of nominal, adjectival, adverbial, and verbal suffixes appeared in the place of 

SF1 and/or SF2. 

In terms of the number of patterns of [SF1-SF2] combinations, the result shows 

that there are a total of 90 patterns of DS combinations in OE; there are 47 patterns 

of [[SF1]N/A/V SF2]N combinations in DS nouns, 25 patterns of [[SF1]N/A/Adv SF2]A

combinations in DS adjectives, and 18 patterns of [[SF1]N/A-SF2]Adv combinations in 

DS adverbs. 

The dictionary used primarily in this research is the online version of OE 

dictionary, Bosworth and Toller’s (2010) An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (hereafter, BT). 

Since this prestigious dictionary has a great stock of headwords (about 52,000), I 

tried to find as many DS derivatives as possible by using the function of 'advanced 

search' in the research tools; in this function, it is possible to browse head words 

'ending with' any letters (suffixes or words), and to select lexical categories as well. 

In order to figure out what can be the bases of DS derivatives, I additionally 

  11 In the 287 types of DS derivatives gathered, 15 types of prefixal DS derivatives ([PF[BASE SF1 SF2]]) 

are included because varied [SF1-SF2] combinations are needed to be provided for this research.
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investigated the SS derivatives that are paradigmatically related bases of the DS 

derivatives. I also searched for the paradigmatically related BASEs of the SS 

derivatives. Ultimately, all of DS derivatives dealt with in this research have the SS 

derivatives and the BASEs connected with the same morphological paradigms. 

In <Table 1>, let us first see the 33 types of nominal, adjectival, adverbial, and 

verbal suffixes involved in OE Double Suffixation.

<Table 1> OE Suffixes (N, A, Adv, V) Involved in Double Suffixation (33 types in total)

(*N: Noun; A: Adjective; Adv: Adverb; V: Verb)

Of these suffixes, all of the four verbal suffixes -ett(an), -læc(an), -n(ian), -s(ian) 

do not occur as an SF2; they appear only in the place of SF1. Except for the verbal 

suffixes, some of nominal, adjectival, and adverbial suffixes turn up as an SF2.

<Table 2> gives a full inventory of [SF1-SF2] combinations of OE DS nouns, 

adjectives, and adverbs, which informs which suffix occurs in the place of SF1 or 

SF2 in OE Double Suffixation.    

  12 The suffixes (N, A, and Adv) inside the round brackets are (non-canonical) variants forms of the 

canonical (representative) suffixes at the front of each suffix.

  13 In the four verbal suffixes, the -an or -ian inside the round brackets are infinitive endings that are 

detached when the process of Double Suffixation is proceeded (e.g., [-ettan SF1 + -ung SF2] > [-ett -ung]; 

brogd-ett-ung 'shaking, feigning'). 

N (13 types)
-d (-t, -þ, -aþ, -oþ, -uþ),12 -dōm, -en (N), -end, -ere, -et (-ett), -hād,
-ling, -nes (-ness, -nis, -niss, -nys, -nyss), -ol (N), -scipe, -þ (-þo, -t), 
-ung (-ing)  

A (14 types)
-bǣre, -cund, -en (A), -fæst, -feald, -ful (-full), -ig, -iht, -isc, -leās, -līc, 
-ol (A), -sum, -weard 

Adv (2 types) -e, -līce

V (4 types) -ett(an),13 -læc(an), -n(ian), -s(ian) 
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<Table 2> [SF1-SF2] Combinations of OE Double-Suffixed 
Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs

(*SF1: Firstly-Attached Suffix; SF2: Secondly-Attached Suffix; N: Noun; A: Adjective; 
Adv: Adverb; V: Verb)

a. [SF1-SF2]N Combinations of OE Double-Suffixed Nouns (47 Patterns in Total)

SF1 N 
(7 types)

SF1 A 
(14 types)

SF1 V 
(4 types)

SF2 N 
(9 types)

-en (N), -end, -et (-ett),   
-ing, -ung (-ing)

-en (A), -ig -    -dōm

- - -ett(an), -s(ian)    -end 

- - -n(ian), -s(ian)    -ere

-d (-t, -þ, -aþ, -oþ, -uþ),  
-dōm, -ing  

- -    -hād

- -
-ett(an), -læc(an), 
-n(ian), -s(ian)

-ung (-ing)

-et (-ett) - -    -ling

-dōm, -en (N), 
-end, -ung (-ing) 

-bǣre, -cund, -en (A), 
-fæst, -feald, -ful (-full), 
-ig, -iht, -isc, -leās, 
-līc, -ol, -sum, -weard

-læc(an)
-nes (-ness, 
-nis, -niss, 
-nys, -nyss)

-dom, -en (N), -et (-ett) -en (A) -   -scipe

-        -lēas - -þ (-þo, -t)

- -
-ett(an), -læc(an), 
-n(ian), -s(ian)

-ung (-ing)

b. [SF1-SF2]A Combinations of OE Double-Suffixed Adjectives (25 Patterns in Total)

SF1 N 
(8 types)

SF1 A 
(13 types)

SF1 Adv 
(1 type)

SF2 A 
(5 types) 

-ol (N) -ig - -fæst

- -iht - -ig

-en (N) - - -isc 

-en (N) - - -leās

-d (-t, -þ, -aþ, -oþ, -uþ), 
-dōm, -end, -ere, -et (-ett), 

-hād, -ol (N)

-bǣre, -cund, -en (A), 
-fæst, -feald, -ful (-full), 
-ig, -isc, -leās, -ol (A), 
-sum, -weard

-e -līc

c. [SF1-SF2]Adv Combinations of OE Double-Suffixed Adverbs (18 Patterns in Total)

SF1 N 
(2 types)

SF1 A 
(12 types)

SF2 Adv 
(2 types)

- -fæst, -isc, -leās, -līc, -weard -e

-en (N), -end -bǣre, -cund, -fæst, -feald, -ful (-full), -ig, 
-isc, -leās, -ol (A), -sum, -weard -līce
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In <Table 2>, it can be seen that the suffixes of three lexical categories (N, A, 

Adv) occur as SF2 in OE Double Suffixation. As to SF2s, there are 9 types of 

nominal suffixes (-dōm, -end, -ere, -hād, -ling, -nes (-ness, -nis, -niss, -nys, -nyss), 

-scipe, -þ (-þo, -t), -ung (-ing)), 5 types of adjectival suffixes (-fæst, -ig, -isc, -leās, 

-līc), and 2 types of adverbial suffixes (-e, -līce). This observation demonstrates that 

the four types of nominal suffixes (-d (-t, -þ, -aþ, -oþ, -uþ), -en (N), -et (-ett), -ol 

(N)) and 9 types of adjectival suffixes (-bǣre, -cund, -en (A), -feald, -ful (-full), -iht, 

-ol (A), -sum, -weard) do not appear as SF2s. 

As regards SF1s, the four nominal suffixes -ling, -nes (-ness, -nis, -niss, -nys, 

-nyss), -scipe, and -þ (-þo, -t) and one adverbial suffix -līce are not found in the 

place of SF1, whereas all of adjectival suffixes (14 types) can be SF1s; the 

combinations of *[-lingSF1 - SF2], *[-nesSF1 - SF2], *[-scipeSF1 - SF2], *[-þSF1 - SF2], 

and [-līceSF1 - SF2] are not observed in OE Double Suffixation.14

In order to provide a CxM-based analysis of OE Double Suffixation, which offers 

clear and precise schematic representations of the DS derivatives, this study firstly 

needs to search for and obtain more various meanings of DS and SS derivatives, 

and BASEs than the meanings that are included only in BT. Hence, three reliable 

OE dictionaries were consulted; Clark Hall's (1916) A Concise Anglo-Saxon 

Dictionary, Old-Engli.sh Dictionary (online), Sweet's The Student Dictionary of 

Anglo-Saxon (1897).15

With the various meanings retrieved from BT and the three OE dictionaries, this 

study analyzed the formal and semantic properties of the DS derivatives. The 

analysis focused on whether or not the DS derivatives exhibit regularity or 

  14 The issue of morpho-phonological or morpho-semantic restrictions on OE suffix combinations falls 

outside the scope of this paper.   

  15 Clark Hall's (1916) A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary is the second edition issued by Clark Hall, John 

Richard, an OE scholar. This dictionary is very helpful in that it has ample and various meanings of 

headwords that occur in a number of poetry and prose in OE. Old Engli.sh Dictionary (online) is 

constructed on the basis of A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary. Old Engli.sh Dictionary (online) and Sweet's 

The Student Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon (1897), are also beneficent in some cases to get additional DS or SS 

derivatives and their meanings that both BT and A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary do not include. 
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Idiosyncrasy in Form and Meaning. As a result of the analysis, three groups have 

been discovered; i) Regular (Transparent) DS Ns, As, Advs (221 types); ii) 

Idiosyncratic (Opaque) DS Ns, As, Advs (16 types); iii) Idiosyncratic (Pleonastic) 

DS Ns, As (50 types).

<Table 3> presents the examples of the three groups of OE DS derivatives.   

<Table 3> Regular (Transparent), Idiosyncratic (Opaque), Idiosyncratic (Pleonastic) 

DS derivatives in OE

REG (Transparent)
222 types

IDIO (Opaque)
16 types

IDIO (Pleonastic)
50 types

DS (N) 

DS: recc-end-dōm
    'ruling, governance'
SS: recc-end
    'ruler, governor' 
BS: reccan 'to rule'

DS: brogd-ett-ung
    'shaking, feigning, 
    pretence' 
SS: brogd-ettan
   'to shake, quiver' 
BS: bregdan 'to shake,
    feign, pretend'

DS: gēog-uþ-hād 
    'youth' 
SS: gēog-oþ 'youth'
BS: geong 'young'

DS: ende-lēas-nys
    'endlessness'
SS: ende-lēas 'endless'
BS: ende 'end'

DS: dys-ig-nes 'foolish 
    practice, blasphemy'  
SS: dys-ig 'dizzy, foolish'
BS: dysian 'to be foolish, 
    blaspheme'

DS: drunc-en-nes  
    'drunkenness'  
SS: drunc-en 
    'drunkenness'
BS: drincan 'to drink'

DS (A)

DS: mæg-en-lēas 
    'without strength, 
    powerless'
SS: mæg-en 
    'might, strength'
BS: mæg 'power, might

DS: lang-sum-lic
    'too long, tedious' 
SS: lang-sum 'long, 
    long-enduring' 
BS: lang 'long' 

DS: clif-iht-ig 'cliffy' 
SS: clif-iht 'cliffy' 
BS: clif 'cliff' 

DS: wild-er-līc 
    'wildbeast-like' 
SS: wild-er 'wild beast' 
BS: wilde 'wild'

DS: ēad-ig-līc
   'happy, prosperous' 
SS: ēad-ig
   'happy, prosperous' 
BS: ēad 'happiness

DS 
(Adv)

DS: sib-sum-līce
    'peaceably'
SS: sib-sum 'peaceable'
BS: sib 'peace'

DS: ang-sum-līce 
    'sorrowfully'
SS: ang-sum troublesome, 
    narrow, hard'
BS: ange 'narrow,  
    troubled, sorrowful'

-DS: sceam-lēas-līce
    'shamelessly'
SS: sceam-lēas
    'shameless' 
BS: sceamu 'shame'

(*REG: Regular; IDIO: Idiosyncratic; DS: Double-Suffixed; SS: Single-Suffixed; BS: BASE; 

N: Noun; A: Adjective; Adv: Adverb)
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In the first group REG (Transparent), all of the DS nouns, adjectives, and adverbs 

show that the SF2s attached to the SS derivatives have their own semantic functions. 

For instance, in the DS noun recc-end-dōm 'ruling, governance', the SF2 -dōm 

expresses the state, condition or character of the SS noun recc-end 'ruler, governor'. 

It is seen that the meaning of the BASE reccan 'to rule' is reflected in the DS noun 

recc-end-dōm as well as the SS noun recc-end. Therefore, this group of DS 

derivatives have transparent meanings. 

In the second group IDIO (Opaque), the SF2s also hold semantic functions, but 

the DS nouns, adjectives, and adverbs have idiosyncratic meanings that cannot be 

derived from the meanings of the SS derivatives. For example, the SF2 -ung

represents actions of 'shaking, feigning, pretence' in the DS noun brogd-ett-ung.

However, the two meanings 'feigning, pretence' may not be assumed to be derived 

from the SS verb brogd-ettan 'to shake, quiver'; instead, the BASE bregdan has the 

relevant meanings 'to feign, pretend'. Hence, this group of DS derivatives have 

opaque meanings. 

The third group IDIO (Pleonastic) is very interesting in that the SF2s seem to 

have no semantic functions; the meanings of the DS and SS derivatives are the 

same. For instance, in the DS noun gēog-uþ-hād, the SF2 -hād is attached to the SS 

noun gēog-oþ. However, both derivatives have the same meaning 'youth'. Since the 

DS derivatives with SF2s seem to be pleonastic or tautological, this group is 

categorized as IDIO (Pleonastic). 

From the view of morpheme-based morphology, it may be assumed that the 

canonical and typical DS derivatives that belong to REG (Transparent) group should 

be treated as important because SF2s (as morphemes) 'have' meanings to be 

transparently interpreted within DS derivatives. Meanwhile, the non-canonical and 

atypical DS derivatives that belong to IDIO (Opaque) or IDIO (Pleonastic) may 

count as exceptions that are minor or peripheral because SF2s produce unexpected 

meanings or SF2s 'do not have' meanings; in addition, the two IDIO groups are 

much less productive than the group REG.  
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In this study, based on word-based CxM, however, not only regular but also 

idiosyncratic DS derivatives can be accounted for by means of several relevant 

notions and ideas.   

IV. A Morphological and Semantic Analysis of OE Double-Suffixed 

Derivatives Based on CxM and Sence Inheritance

4.1 Schematic Representations of OE Regular (Transparent) Double-Suffixed 

Derivatives  

As stated in Section 3, OE DS derivatives under the first group of REG 

(Transparent) have transparent meanings that are derived based on the meanings of 

the SS derivatives. With respect to 'Sence Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 2015), the 

DS derivatives in REG (Transparent) show 'Overall (or Total) Inheritance', where the 

meanings of the bases are transferred to those of the new derivatives. Hence, there 

remains semantic transparency of the DS derivatives in REG (Transparent). 

In accordance with the lexical categories of the DS derivatives ending with SF2s, 

this group is categorized into three; i) DS nouns, ii) DS adjectives, iii) DS adverbs.

In the case of the DS nouns, there are three subcategories where the lexical 

categories of the SS derivatives with SF1s are nouns, adjectives, and verbs; the SF1s 

are nominal, adjectival, or verbal, respectively. The DS adjectives also have three 

subgroups where the SF1s are nominal, adjectival, or adverbial, respectively. In the 

DS adverbs, the SF1s are nominal or adjectival. 

In this section, the identified and described formal and semantic features of the 

DS derivatives in REG (Transparent) will be simply and clearly represented in 

abstract schemas. Before providing schematic representations, however, let me firstly 

show the overall schematic process of OE DS suffixation (both REG and IDIO) 

from the perspective of CxM. This study assumes that OE DS derivatives are 
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constructed by means of 'Schema Unification', in which two individual schemas for 

SS derivatives are unified into one schema for DS derivatives as shown in (3). 

(3) 

SS (1): [[X]Vk -end SF1]Ni ↔ [Person with Relation to SEMk]i  + (unified with)

SS (2): [[X]N/Ak -dōm SF1]Ni ↔ [Authority/Dominion with Relation to SEMk]i

▷ A Unified Schema for DS Nouns ending with [-end-dōm]

DS: [[[X]Vk -end SF1]Ni -dōm SF2]Nj ↔ [Authority/Dominion with Relation to 

SEMi]j

▷ A Unified Schema for a DS Noun recc-end-dōm 'ruling, governance'

DS: [[[recc]Vk -end SF1]Ni -dōm SF2]Nj ↔ [Authority/Dominion of ruler, governori]j

In (3), the first schema in SS (1) is for suffixed nouns in -end and the other 

schema in SS (2) is for suffixed nouns in -dōm. When the latter in SS (2) is 

imposed on the former SS (1), we get the unified schema for DS derivatives 

suffixed with -end (SF1) and -dōm (SF2) consecutively. Since the suffix -dōm 

denoting 'Authority' or 'Dominion' is fixed in the slot for SF2, the meaning 

contribution of the unified schema for the whole DS nouns ending in [-end SF1 -dōm 

SF2] can be made as [Authority/Dominion with Relation to SEMi]j. With the help of 

the simple and generalized meaning contribution ([Authority/Dominion of ruler, 

governori]j) of the unified schema for the DS noun recc-end-dōm, it can be 

interpreted readily as 'ruling, governance'. In sum, this study claims the effectiveness 

of 'Schema Unification' for the explanation of the process of OE double suffixation.  

Now, let us focus on the schematic representations of OE DS nouns, adjectives, 

and adverbs that belong to the group of REG (Transparent) illustrated in <Table 4>.
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<Table 4> [SF1-SF2] A Full Schematic Representation of OE Double-Suffixed 

Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs in REG (Transparent) 

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed Nouns of REG (Transparent)

SF2s
(N):

-dōm,
-end,
-ere,
-hād, 
-ling,
-nes,
-scipe,
-þ,
-ung

[SF1-SF2]
[N-N]N

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-en-dōm
dryht-en-dōm 'sovereignty, majesty'  
[[[dryht]Nk -en SF1]Ni -dōm SF2]Nj ↔
[Authority/Dominion of ruler/lord/princei]j

-þ-hād
mæg-þ-hād 'maidenhood, virginity, chastity'
[[[mæg(magan)]Vk -þ SF1]Ni -hād SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition/Character of maiden/virgini]j  

-et-ling
þēow-et-ling 'slave' 
[[[þeow]Nk -et SF1]Ni -ling SF2]Nj ↔
[Person with Relation to slavery/servicei]j

-end-nis
ber-end-nis 'fertility, fruitfulness' 
[[[ber]Vk -end SF1]Ni -nis SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition/Character of bearer/carrieri]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/Vk -en/-end/-et/-ing/-þ SF1]Nk -dōm/-hād/-ling/-nes SF2]Nj ↔
[Authority/Person/State with Relation to SEMi]j

[SF1-SF2]
[A-N]N

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-en-dōm
Crist-en-dōm 'Christianity, Christendom'
[[[Crist]Nk -en SF1]Ai -dōm SF2]Nj ↔
[Authority/Dominion of being Christiani]j

-ig-dōm
dys-ig-dōm 'foolishness, ignorance'
[[[dys]Vk -ig SF1]Ai -dōm SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition/Property of being foolishi]j

-ig-nes
cyst-ig-nes 'liberality, bountifulness'
[[[cyst]Vk -ig SF1]Ai -nes SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition/Property of being liberali]j

-en-scipe
hǣð-en-scipe 'heathenism, paganism'
[[[hǣð]Nk -en SF1]Ai -scipe SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Property/System of being heatheni]j

-lēas-t
līf-lēas-t 'loss of life, death'
[[[līf]Nk -lēas SF1]Ai -t SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition/Property of being lifelessi]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/A/V/Adv/Prepk -bǣre/-cund/-en/-fæst/-feald/-ful/-ig/-iht/-isc/-leās
-līc/-ol/-sum/-weard SF1]Ai -dōm/-nes/-scipe/-þ SF2]Nj ↔
[Authority/State//Condition/Property with Relation to SEMi]j

[SF1-SF2]
[V-N]N

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-s(ian)-end clǣn-s-end 'cleanser'  
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[[[clǣn]Ak -s(ian) SF1]Ai -end SF2]Nj ↔
[One/thing that does to cleanse/purifyi]j

-n(ian)-ere
traht-n-ere 'expositor, commentator'
[[[traht]Nk -n(ian) SF1]Ai -ere SF2]Nj ↔
[One who does to expound/explaini]j

-læc(an)-ness
þrīst-lǣc-ness 'boldness, audacity'
[[[þrīst]Ak -læc(an) SF1]Ai -ness SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition/Property of doing to become boldi]j

-ett(an)-ung
spor-ett-ung 'kicking' 
[[[spor]Nk -ett SF1]Ai -ung SF2]Nj ↔ [Action that does to kicki]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/A/Vk -ett(an)/-læc(an)/-n(ian)/-s(ian) SF1]Vi -end/-ere/-nes/-ung SF2]Nj

↔ [Person/Thing/State/Action with Relation to SEMi]j

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed Adjectives of REG (Transparent)

SF2s
(A):

-fæst,
-ful,
-isc,
-lēas,
-līc

[SF1-SF2]
[N-A]A

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-ol-fæst
reg-ol-fæst 'observing a rule, regular (of ecclesiastics)'
[[[reg]Vk -ol SF1]Ni -fæst SF2]Aj ↔

[Being/Characterized by rule/normi]j

-en-ful
frēc-en-ful 'dangerous, perilous'

[[[frēc]Vk -en SF1]Ni -ful SF2]Aj ↔ [Having danger/perili]j

-en-isc
hǣð-en-isc 'heathenish, pagan'
[[[hǣð]Nk -en SF1]Ni -isc SF2]Aj ↔

[Being (like)/Characterized by heathen/pagani]j

-en-lēas þēod-en-lēas 'lordless, deprived of one's prince'
[[[þēod]Nk -en SF1]Ni -lēas SF2]Aj ↔ [Lack of chief/prince/lordi]j

-ere-līc
wild-er-līc 'wildbeast-like, brutish'
[[[wild]Nk -er SF1]Ni -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[Being/Characterized by wild beasti]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/Vk -d/-dōm/-en/-end/-ere/-et/-hād/-ol SF1]Ni

-fæst/-ful/-isc/-lēas/-līc SF2]Aj ↔
[Being/Characterized by/Having/Lack of with Relation to SEMi]j

[SF1-SF2]
[A-A]A

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-ig-fæst
wlit-ig-fæst 'beauteous, glorious, of enduring beauty'
[[[wlit]Vk -ig SF1]Ai -fæst SF2]Aj ↔
[Being/Characterized by beautiful/comely/fairi]j

-ful-līc
andgit-ful-līc 'intelligible, fully/clearly understood, clear'
[[[andgit]Nk -ful SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[Being/Characterized by knowing/discerningi]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/Vk -ig/-ful/-sum SF1]Ai -fæst/-līc SF2]Aj ↔
[Being/Characterized by with Relation to SEMi]j
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(*DS: Double-Suffixed; SF1: Firstly-Attached Suffix; SF2: Secondly-Attached Suffix; 

N: Noun; A: Adjective; V: Verb; Adv: Adverb; Prep: Preposition) 

The schematic representations in <Table 4> shows that how the varied formal and 

semantic properties of OE DS nouns, adjectives, and adverbs in REG (Transparent) 

can be represented simply and clearly. 

As to the schemas for DS nouns, in FORM, three types of subschemas can be 

constructed, in which the slot for SF2 can be replaced by one of 9 nominal suffixes, 

while the slot for SF1 by one of several nominal, adjectival or verbal suffixes. In 

MEANING, semantic transparency of the DS nouns are well illustrated. For instance, 

in the case of the DS noun ber-end-nis 'fertility, fruitfulness', the semantic 

[SF1-SF2]
[Adv-A]A

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-e-līc
gelōm-e-līc 'frequent' 
[[[gelōm]Ak -e SF1]Advi -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[Being/Characterized by often, frequentlyi]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]Ak -e SF1]Advi -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[Being/Characterized by with Relation to SEMi]j

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed Adverbs of REG (Transparent)

SF2s
(Adv):

-e,
-līce

[SF1-SF2]
[N-Adv]Adv

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-end-līce
ber-end-līce 'with fecundity' 
[[[ber]Vk -end SF1]Ni -līce SF2]Advj ↔
[In a Manner/Nature of bearer, carrierk]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/Vk -en/-end SF1]Ni -līce SF2]Advj ↔
[In a Manner/Nature of with Relation to SEMi]j

[SF1-SF2]
[A-Adv]Adv

Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

-fæst-e
wuldor-fæst-e 'gloriously'
[[[wuldor]Nk -fæst SF1]Ai -e SF2]Advj ↔
[In a Manner/Nature of being gloriousk]j

-cund-līce
weorold-cund-līce 'in a worldly manner'  
[[[weorold]Nk -cund SF1]Ai -līce SF2]Advj ↔
[In a Manner/Nature of being earthlyk]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/A/V/Prepk -bǣre/-cund/-fæst/-feald/-ful/-ig/-iht/-isc/-leās/-ol/
-sum/-weard SF1]Ai -e/-līce SF2]Advj ↔
[In a Manner/Nature of with Relation to SEMi]j
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specification of the unified schema [State/Condition/Character of bearer/carrieri]j 

reveals that the meanings denoting abstract nouns 'fertility, fruitfulness' are 

transparently derived from the meanings of the SS noun ber-end 'bearer, carrier'; a 

'bearer's state or condition' can be 'fertility or fruitfulness'. 

As regards the other two formal types of DS adjectives and DS adverbs in REG 

(Transparent), the semantic transparency found in them also can be well expressed in 

this way of schematic representations. Through <Table 4>, it can be seen that OE 

DS nouns, adjectives and adverbs in REG (Transparent) totally inherit the meanings 

of the SS derivatives that function as the (direct) bases of the DS derivatives. 

When the schemas for DS nouns, adjectives, and adverbs in REG (Transparent) in 

<Table 4> are abstracted away, the most generalized schemas for each group can be 

obtained as given in <Table 5>. 

<Table 5> The Most General Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed 

Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs in REG (Transparent)

(*N: Noun; A: Adjective; V: Verb; Adv: Adverb)

In the case of DS nouns in REG (Transparent), the general schema represent the 

formal property that the slot for SF2 can be occupied by 9 types of nominal suffixes 

(-dōm, -end, -ere, -hād, -ling, -nes, -scipe, -þ, -ung), while the slot for SF1 with 

various nominal, adjectival, verbal, adverbial, and prepositional suffixes. In the 

DS (N)

[[[X]N/A/V/Adv/Prepk SF1]N/A/Vi -dōm/-end/-ere/-hād/-ling/-nes/-scipe/-þ/-ung SF2]Nj ↔

[Authority/State/Person/Thing/Action with Relation to SEMi]j

SF1 (N): -en/-end/-et/-ing/-þ
SF1 (A): -bǣre/-cund/-en/-fæst/-feald/-ful/-ig/-iht/-isc/-leās-līc/-ol/-sum/-weard
SF1 (V): -ett(an)/-læc(an)/-n(ian)/-s(ian)

DS (A)

[[[X]N/A/Vk SF1]N/A/Advi -fæst/-ful/-isc/-lēas/-līc SF2]Aj ↔

[Being/Characterized by/Having/Lack of with Relation to SEMi]j

SF1 (N): -d/-dōm/-en/-end/-ere/-et/-hād/-ol; SF1 (A): -ig/-ful/-sum; SF1 (ADV): -e

DS
(Adv)

[[[X]N/A/V/Prepk SF1]N/Ai -e/-līce SF2]Advj ↔

[In a Manner/Nature of with Relation to SEMi]j

SF1 (N): -en/-end 
SF1 (A): -bǣre/-cund/-fæst/-feald/-ful/-ig/-iht/-isc/-leās/-ol/-sum/-weard
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general schema, the semantic feature is specified that the most general meanings 

exhibited by the DS nouns are 'Authority, State, Person, Thing, and Action. 

As to the DS adjectives in REG (Transparent), the formal features of SF2 and 

SF1 specified in the general schema is that the slot for SF2 can be filled with one 

of five types of adjectival suffixes (-fæst, -ful, -isc, -lēas, -līc), while the slot for 

SF1 with 12 types of nominal, adjectival, and adverbial suffixes. The semantic 

features of DS adjectives are generalized in the schema that the DS adjectives 

express the meanings of 'Being, Characterized by, Having, and Lack of'. 

The general schema for DS adverbs in REG (Transparent) illustrates that in Form, 

one of the two adverbial suffixes (-e or -līc) can fill the slot for SF2, whereas the 

slot for SF1 can be filled with one of 14 nominal and adjectival suffixes. In 

Meaning, the general schema expresses that the meanings 'In a Manner of, In a 

Nature of' are generally represented in DS adverbs. 

4.2 Schematic Representations of OE Idiosyncratic (Opaque or Pleonastic) 

Double-Suffixed Derivatives

This section deals with OE DS derivatives, most of which do not show 

one-to-one correspondence between Form and Meaning. Firstly, by means of 

schematic representations based on CxM, the idiosyncratic (Opaque or Pleonastic) 

features of the DS derivatives will be specified in abstract schemas. Secondly, the 

phenomena of 'Meaning Specificity, Meaning Restrictiveness', 'Meaning Addition', or 

'Meaning Coinage' identified in the idiosyncratic DS derivatives will be accounted 

for by the notion of 'Sence Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 2015).   

4.2.1 OE Double-Suffixed Derivatives under the Group of IDIO (Opaque) 

In this section, the formal and semantic features of 16 types of DS nouns, 

adjectives, and adverbs whose meanings are opaque will be specified in abstract 
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schemas. The distinctive characteristic of the DS derivatives in the group of IDIO 

(Opaque) is that some of the meanings of the DS derivatives are not transparently 

interpreted or easily predicted from the meanings of the SS derivatives. 

It is identified that the DS nouns and an adjective in IDIO (Opaque) exhibit 

'Meaning Specificity' and 'Meaning Addition by SS derivatives or by BASEs', while 

the DS adverbs express 'Meaning Coinage by BASE'. These idiosyncratic patterns 

found in the DS derivatives in IDIO (Opaque) will be accounted for by assuming 

the DS derivatives as constructional idioms that need to be schematized.  

Let us see a comprehensive schematic representation of OE DS nouns, adjectives, 

and adverbs in the group of IDIO (Opaque) in <Table 6>.  

<Table 6> [SF1-SF2] A Full Schematic Representation of OE Double-Suffixed 

Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs in IDIO (Opaque) 

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed [X N/A/VSF1 NSF2]N Nouns of IDIO (Opaque)

SF2s
(N):

-nes,
(-ness)

Semantic 
Patterns Instantiation & Subschemas & The Most General Schema

(1)
Meaning

Specificity

lǣce-dōm-ness 'plaster, cataplasm'  
[[[lǣce]Nk -dōm SF1]Ni -ness SF2]Nj ↔
[Meaning Specificity with Relation to medicine/curei]j

līht-ing-ness 'lightness of taxation'
[[[līht]Vk -ing SF1]Ni -ness SF2]Nj ↔
[Meaning Specificity with Relation to lightening/mitigationi]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/Vk -dōm/-ung (-ing)]Ni -nes (-ness)]Nj ↔
[Meaning Specificity with Relation to SEMi]j  

(2)
Meaning

Specificity 
& 

Meaning
Addition
by SS

menn-isc-ness 'humanity, humaneness, humane behaviour, 
human nature generally in reference to Christ, incarnation'
[[[menn (<MANN)]Nk -isc SF1]Ai -ness SF2]Nj ↔
[State of being & Meaning Specificity/Addition with Relation
to human/naturali]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/A/Prepk -ig/-isc/-līc/-weard SF1]Ai -nes (-ness) SF2]Nj ↔
[State of being & Meaning Specificity/Addition with Relation
to with Relation to SEMi]j

(3)
Meaning
Addition

frem-sum-nes 'kindness, benefit, benignity, liberality' 
[[[frem (<FREME)]Ak -sum SF1]Ai -nes SF2]Nj ↔
[State of being & Meaning Addition with Relation to kind/
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In <Table 6>, it can be firstly seen that the DS nouns in IDIO (Opaque) 

represent four semantic patterns; i) Meaning Specificity; ii) Meaning Specificity & 

Meaning Addition by SS; iii) Meaning Addition by SS, and iv) Meaning Addition 

by BASE. According to the concept of 'Sence Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 

2015:72-82), the patterns of 'Meaning Specificity' and 'Meaning Addition by SS' 

by SS beneficent/benign/courteous/graciousi]j 

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/A/Prepk -sum/-weard SF1]Ai -nes (-ness) SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition & Meaning Addition with Relation to SEMi]j

(4)
Meaning
Addition

by 
BASE

dys-ig-nes 'folly, dizzyness, foolish practice, blasphemy'  
[[[dys]Vk -ig SF1]Ai -nes SF2]Nj ↔ [State/Condition of being dizzy/
foolish/ignorant/unwise/stupidi & Meaning Addition with 
Relation to to blasphemek]j

▷ BASE (V): dysian 'to be foolish, act/talk foolishly, blaspheme'

brogd-ett-ung 'shaking, quivering, feigning, pretence'
[[[bregd]Vk -ett SF1]Vi -ung SF2]Nj ↔
[Action of doing to shake/quiveri & Meaning Addition with 
Relation to to feign/pretendk]j  
▷ BASE (V): bregdan 'to move quickly, shake, feign, pretend'

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/A/V/Prepk -ett/-ig/-isc/-līc/-sum/-weard SF1]A/Vi -nes/-ung SF2]Nj ↔
[State/Condition/Action/Property with Relation to SEMi & 
Meaning Addition with Relation to SEMk]j

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed [X ASF1 ASF2]A Adjectives of IDIO (Opaque)

SF2s
(A):

-līc

Semantic 
Pattern Instantiation & Subschema 

Meaning
Addition
by SS

lang-sum-lic 'too long, tedious' 
[[[lang]Ak -sum SF1]Ai -lic SF2]Aj ↔
[Intensification & Meaning Addition with Relation to 
long/taking a long time/long-enduringi]j

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed [X ASF1 AdvSF2]Adv Adverbs of IDIO (Opaque)

SF2s
(Adv):

-līce

Semantic 
Patterns Instantiation & Subschemas 

(1)
Meaning
Coinage

by BASE

ang-sum-līce 'sorrowfully' 
[[[ang (<ANGE)]Ak -sum SF1]Ai -līce SF2]Advj ↔
[In a Manner/Nature of being sorrowfulk]j  
▷ Single-Suffixed (A): ang-sum 'narrow, troublesome, hard'
▷ BASE (A): ange 'narrow, troubled, sorrowful'

(2)
Meaning
Coinage
by SS

luf-sum-līce 'kindly, graciously' 
[[[luf (<LUFU)]Nk -sum SF1]Ai -līce SF2]Advj ↔
[Specialized Meanings with Relation to amiable/pleasant/lovablei]j
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correspond to 'Overall (or Total) Inheritance', because the DS nouns derive specific 

or new meanings that are related with the meanings of the SS adjectives that 

function as the bases of the DS nouns. In this case, however, it is interesting that 

the DS nouns both maintain and lose their semantic transparency at the same time. 

For instance, the DS noun menn-isc-ness derives not only the transparent 

meanings of 'humanity, humaneness, humane behaviour' but also the specific and 

new meanings of 'human nature generally in reference to Christ, incarnation' based 

on the meanings of the SS adjective menn-isc 'human, natural'. This semantic 

idiosyncrasy of menn-isc-ness can be nicely accounted for by means of an abstract 

schema, where the semantic feature is specified as [State of being & Meaning 

Specificity/Addition with Relation to human/natural]j; the transparent meanings of  

menn-isc-ness can be derived by 'State of being human/natural', while the specific 

and new meanings of menn-isc-ness can be coined by 'Meaning Specificity/Addition 

with Relation to human/natural'. 

Meanwhile, the fourth pattern 'Meaning Addition by BASE' of the DS nouns is 

semantically the most idiosyncratic because the DS derivatives derive new meanings 

directly from the BASEs that function as the bases of the SS derivatives; the BASEs 

are not directly connected with the DS nouns. Hence, this pattern can be understood 

by 'Semantic Widening' by Bauer & Valera (2015:72-82) to some extent. However, 

'Meaning Addition by BASE' is not exactly the same as 'Semantic Widening' 

because some of meanings of the DS nouns are based on the SS derivatives. 

For example, among the four meanings of the DS noun dys-ig-nes, the first three 

meanings 'folly, dizzyness, foolish practice' can be derived from the meanings of the 

SS adjective dys-ig 'dizzy, foolish, ignorant, unwise, stupid'. However, the last 

meaning 'blasphemy' of dys-ig-nes is assumed to be made based on the BASE verb 

dysian 'to blaspheme'. In this case, if the semantic feature is specified as 

[State/Condition of being dizzy/foolish/ignorant/unwise/stupidi & Meaning Addition 

with Relation to to blasphemek]j, the idiosyncratic phenomenon that the DS noun 

dys-ig-nes takes both the SS adjective dys-ig and the BASE verb dysian as its 
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semantic bases can be nicely accounted for.  

A similar pattern to 'Meaning Addition by BASE' can be found in a DS adverb 

of 'Meaning Coinage by BASE'. In this pattern, only one meaning of a DS adverb 

is coined based on the BASE adjective. For instance, the meaning of the DS adverb 

ang-sum-līce 'sorrowfully' cannot be assumed to be derived from the SS adjective 

ang-sum 'narrow, troublesome, hard', since the BASE adjective ange has the 

meaning 'sorrowful'. Hence, the schema for ang-sum-līce specifies the meaning 

property as [In a Manner/Nature of being sorrowfulk]j.; ang-sum-līce is not specified 

as [In a Manner/Nature of being narrow/troublesome/hardk]j. 

The sense inheritance of the DS nouns in IDIO (Opaque) not only from the SS 

adjectives, but also from the BASEs clearly demonstrates that the three (complex) 

words, DS derivatives, SS derivatives, and BASEs are paradigmatically connected 

one another. 

By making a generalization over all of the schemas in <Table 6>, I assume in 

<Table 7> the most general schemas for the DS nouns, adjectives, and adverbs in 

IDIO (Opaque).    

<Table 7> The Most General Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed 

Nouns, Adjectives, and Adverbs in IDIO (Opaque)

DS
(N)

[[[X]N/A/V/Prepk SF1]N/A/Vi -nes/-ung SF2]Nj ↔

State/Action/Property & Meaning Specificity/Addition with Relation to SEMi 

(and SEMk)]j

SF1 (N): -dōm/-ung (-ing); SF1 (A): -ig/-isc/-līc/-sum/-weard; SF1 (V): -ett(an)

DS
(A)

[[[X]Ak -sum SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj ↔

[Intensification & Meaning Addition with Relation to SEMi]j

DS 
(Adv) [[[X]N/Ak -sum SF1]Ai -līce SF2]Advj ↔ [Meaning Coinage by SEMi or SEMk)]j

In the three generalized schemas above, it is well expressed that OE DS nouns, 

adjectives, and adverbs in IDIO (Opaque) bear both typical and idiosyncratic 

patterns; 'State', 'Action', 'Property', 'Intensification', 'Meaning Specificity', 'Meaning 

Addition', 'Meaning Coinage'. The interesting phenomenon that some DS derivatives 
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take not only the SS derivatives (SEMi), but also the BASEs (SEMk) as their 

semantic bases also clearly expressed by the general schemas. 

In terms of Form, in the general schema for DS nouns, the slot for SF2 can be 

filled with either -nes or -ung, while the slot for SF1 with 2 nominal suffixes, 5 

adjectival suffixes, and 1 verbal suffix. Meanwhile, the general schema for DS 

adjectives fills the slots for SF1 and SF2 with the adjectival suffixes -sum and -līc

respectively, while the general schema for DS adverbs fills the slots for SF1 and 

SF2 with only the adjectival suffix -sum and the adverbial suffix -līce respectively.

In this way of schematic representation, the semantic opacity of OE DS nouns, 

adjectives, and adverbs in IDIO (Opaque) can be simply and nicely accounted for. 

4.2.2 OE Double-Suffixed Derivatives under the Group of IDIO (Pleonastic) 

By means of a schematic representation, this section will show that in most cases, 

the attachment of a pleonastic SF2 in an OE DS derivative to the SS derivative is 

semantically motivated because almost four-fifths of the DS derivatives in IDIO 

(Pleonastic) bear the semantic features of 'Meaning Restrictiveness'16 and 'Meaning 

Addition' besides 'Meaning Sameness'. 

In this group of IDIO (Pleonastic), it is identified that the lexical categories of the 

DS derivatives are nouns and adjectives, and that there are six types of pleonastic 

SF2s; -dōm, -hād, -nes (-ness), -scipe in DS nouns, and -ig, -līc in DS adjectives.17

The DS nouns in [[[X]N/V SF1]N SF2]N and DS adjectives in [[[X]N/A/V/Prep SF1]N

SF2]N are both categorized into four semantic patterns, which can be seen in <Table 8>.  

  16 The data of this study reveals that in the DS derivatives in IDIO (Pleonastic), 'Meaning Restrictiveness' 

(36 out of 50 types) occur more frequently than 'Meaning Addition' or 'Meaning Sameness'. This result is 

consistent with the conclusion of Bauer & Valera (2015:81) given in section 2.3, where 'Semantic 

Narrowing' is the most common in the three models of sense transfer. 

  17 Among the six pleonastic SF2s (-dōm, -hād, -nes (-ness), -scipe, -ig, -līc), the four suffixes, -dōm, -hād, 

-scipe, and -līc undergo grammaticalization (semantic bleaching), whereas the other two suffixes, -nes (-ness) 

and -ig, do not. 
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<Table 8> [SF1-SF2] A Full Schematic Representation of OE Double-Suffixed 

Nouns and Adjectives in IDIO (Pleonastic) 

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed [X NSF1 NSF2]N Nouns of IDIO (Pleonastic) 

SF2s
(N):

-dōm,
-hād,
-nes,

(-ness),
scipe

Semantic 
Patterns Instantiation & Subschema(s) & The Most General Schema

(1)
Meaning 
Sameness

drunc-en-nes 'drunkenness' 
[[[drunc (< DRINCAN)]Vk -en SF1]Ni -nes SF2]Nj ↔
[The Same Meaning as drunkennessi]j

fyrþr-ing-nes 'furthering, furtherance, promotion'
[[[fyrþr]Vk -ing SF1]Ni -nes SF2]Nj ↔
[The Same Meanings as furthering/furtherance/promotioni]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]Vk -en/-ung (-ing)]Ni -nes (-ness)]Nj ↔
[The Same Meaning(s) as SEMi]j  

(2)
Meaning 
Sameness 

& 
Meaning

Restrictive-
ness

þēow-et-dōm 'service'
[[[þēow]Nk -et SF1]Ni -dōm SF2]Nj ↔
[The Most Representative/Central Meaning among service/
servitude/bondage/slaveryi]j

fæst-en-nes 'fastness, walled town' 
[[[fæst]Vk -en SF1]Ni -nes SF2]Nj ↔ [The Most Representative/
Central Meanings among fastness/fortress/bulwark/place of 
strength/castle/wall/inclosed place/cloisteri]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/Vk -d (-uþ)/-dōm/-en/-ere/-et SF1]Ni -dōm/-hād/-nes (-ness) SF2]Nj ↔
[The Most Representative/Central Meaning(s) among SEMi]j

(3) 
Meaning 
Sameness 

& Meaning
Addition

wicc-ung-dōm 'witchcraft, sorcery, magic'  
[[[wicc]V -ung SF1]N -dōm SF2]N ↔
[The Same Meanings as witching/witchcrafti & An Additional 
Meaning with Relation to PRW]j
▷ Paradigmatically Related Word (PRW): 
   ≈ wicce-dōm 'witchcraft, sorcery, magic' 

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]V -ung (-ing) SF1]N -dōm SF2]N ↔
[The Same Meanings as SEMi & An Additional Meaning 
with Relation to PRW]j

(4)
Meaning

Restrictive-
ness

& 
Meaning
Addition

ealdor-dōm-scipe 'office of alderman, aldermanship' 
[[[ealdor]N -dōm]N -scipe]N ↔
[The Most Representative/Central Meaning among & An 
Additional Meaning with Relation to any official position 
involving command of others/eldership/authority/magistracy/
pre-eminence/principality/greatness/power/lordship/superiority/
primacy/governmenti]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N -dōm]N -scipe]N ↔
[[The Most Representative/Central Meaning among & An 
Additional Meaning with Relation to SEMi]j
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In both cases of the DS nouns and adjectives in IDIO (Pleonastic), the distinctive 

formal and semantic features are specified in the four subschemas; (1) Meaning 

Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed [X ASF1 ASF2]A Adjectives of IDIO (Pleonastic) 

SF2s
(A):

-ig,
-līc

Semantic 
Patterns Instantiation & Subschema(s) & The Most General Schema

(1)
Meaning 
Sameness

clif-iht-ig 'cliffy, steep' 
[[[clif]Nk -iht SF1]Ai -ig SF2]Aj ↔
[The Same Meanings as cliffy/steepi]j

met-cund-līc 'metrical'
[[[met]Nk -cund SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[The Same Meaning as metricali]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]Nk -cund/-en/-feald/-iht SF1]Ai -ig/-līc SF2]Aj ↔
[The Same Meaning(s) as SEMi]j

(2) 
Meaning 
Sameness  

& Meaning
Restrictive-

ness

ār-fæst-lic 'pious' 

[[[ār]Nk -fæst SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj ↔

[The Most Representative/Central Meaning among pious/

honourable/honest/upright/virtuous/good/dutiful/gracious/

kind/mercifuli]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]N/A/V/Prepk -bǣre/-fæst/-feald/-ful/-ig/-isc/-leās/-sum/-weard SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj 

↔ [The Most Representative/Central Meaning among SEMi]j

(3)
Meaning 
Sameness 

& Meaning
Addition

god-cund-līc 'divine, of God, proceeding from God, religious,
            inspired by God, devoted to God' 
[[[god]Nk -cund SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[The Same Meanings as & Additional Meanings 
with Relation to divine/of the nature of God/religious/sacredi]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]Nk -cund/-iht/-ol SF1]Ai -ig/-līc SF2]Aj ↔
[The Same Meanings as & Additional Meanings with Relation 
to SEMi]j

(4) 
Meaning

Restrictive-
ness

& 
Meaning
Addition

mōd-ig-līc 'noble-mind, high-souled, courageous, brave, lofty, 
          proud, bold, splendid, superb, magnificent' 
[[[mōd]Nk -ig SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[The Most Representative/Central Meanings among & 
Additional Meanings with Relation to noble-minded/of high/noble 
spirit/high-spirited/high-souled/magnanimous/proud/bold/brave/dari-
ng/impetuous/headstrong/arroganti]j

The Most
General 
Schema

[[[X]Nk -ig SF1]Ai -līc SF2]Aj ↔
[The Most Representative/Central Meanings among & 
Additional Meanings with Relation to SEMi]j
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Sameness; (2) Meaning Sameness & Meaning Restrictiveness; (3) Meaning Sameness 

& Meaning Addition; (4) Meaning Restrictiveness & Meaning Addition. 

The first subschema for 'Meaning Sameness' in DS nouns and adjectives 

represents that the whole construction is formed by the imposition of the schema for 

DS derivatives [[X]i SF2]N/Aj to SS derivatives [[X]k SF1]N/Ai. In this case, the 

meaning contribution of the unified schema ([[[X]k SF1]i SF2]N/Aj) can be [The 

Same Meaning(s) as SEMi]j. That is, 'Meaning Sameness' between SEMi and SEMj 

is clearly expressed by the first subschema. Hence, the SF2s nes (-ness), -ig, and -līc

are totally seen as being 'Redundant' or 'superfluous'. 

The second subschema for 'Meaning Sameness & Meaning Restrictiveness' 

illustrates that the DS nouns and adjectives inherit the most representative or central 

meanings from the meanings of the SS derivatives, which leads to the result that the 

DS derivatives obtain both the same and restricted meanings. For example, among 

the several meanings of the SS noun þēow-et 'service, servitude, bondage, slavery', 

the DS noun þēow-et-dōm takes only one (the same) meaning 'service' that may seen 

as the most central meaning in the meanings of þēow-et. Hence, both 'Meaning 

Sameness' and 'Meaning Restrictiveness' are shown in this group, which is 

well-specified in the subschema as [The Most Representative/Central Meanings 

among SEMi]j..

The third subschema for 'Meaning Sameness & Meaning Addition' expresses that 

the DS nouns and adjectives inherit the central meanings of the SS derivatives, but 

at the same time, they add new meanings that may be related with those of the SS 

derivatives (or paradigmatically related words). For instance, the DS noun 

wicc-ung-dōm acquire the two (same) meanings 'witchcraft, sorcery' from the SS 

noun wicc-ung 'witching, witchcraft', and also get a new meaning 'magic', resulting 

in showing 'Meaning Sameness & Meaning Addition'. In this case, the DS noun 

wicc-ung-dōm may be influenced by the paradigmatically related word wicce-dōm 

'witchcraft, sorcery, magic', as it has the new meaning 'magic', which also can be 

represented in the abstract schema with the symbol '≈' ([The Same Meanings as 
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SEMi & An Additional Meaning with Relation to PRW]j). 

The fourth subschema for 'Meaning Restrictiveness & Meaning Addition' exhibits 

that the DS nouns and adjectives in this pattern are the most idiosyncratic because 

the meanings of the DS nouns and adjectives are being both restricted and added 

simultaneously. For example, it can be seen that the DS adjective mōd-ig-līc inherits 

the central meanings of the SS adjective mōd-ig when comparing their meanings; 

mōd-ig-līc 'noble-mind, high-souled, courageous, brave, lofty, proud, bold, splendid, 

superb, magnificent' < mōd-ig 'noble-minded, of high, noble spirit, high-spirited, 

high-souled, magnanimous, proud, bold, brave, daring, impetuous, headstrong, 

arrogant'. 

It is observed that the meanings of the DS adjective mōd-ig-līc are restricted; the 

meanings of the SS adjective mōd-ig bearing a negative sense 'impetuous, 

headstrong, arrogant' do not appear in the DS adjective mōd-ig-līc. Meanwhile, at 

the same time, mōd-ig-līc acquires three new meanings 'splendid, superb, 

magnificent'. Considering these idiosyncratic features of 'Meaning Restrictiveness' and 

'Meaning Addition', the meaning contribution of the fourth subschema can be 

formulated as [The Most Representative/Central Meaning(s) among & Additional 

Meaning(s) with Relation to SEMi]j.

As to 'Sence Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 2015:72-82), of the three semantic 

models, 'Overall (or Total) Inheritance' corresponds to 'Meaning Sameness', 'Semantic 

Widening' to 'Meaning Sameness & Meaning Addition', and 'Semantic Narrowing' to 

'Meaning Sameness & Meaning Restrictiveness'. The fourth pattern of 'Meaning 

Restrictiveness & Meaning Addition', however, is interesting in that it is assumed to 

correspond to both 'Semantic Narrowing' and 'Semantic Widening' at the same time.

Let us now see the most general schemas for OE DS nouns and adjectives under 

the group of IDIO (Pleonastic) in <Table 9>.  
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<Table 9> The Most General Schemas for OE Double-Suffixed 

Nouns and Adjectives in IDIO (Pleonastic) 

DS

(N)

[[[X]N/Vk SF1]Ni -dōm/-hād/-nes (-ness)/scipe SF2]Nj ↔

[Meaning Sameness/Meaning Addition/Meaning Restrictiveness 

with Relation to SEMi]j

SF1 (N): -d (-uþ)/-dōm/-en/-ere/-et/-ung (-ing)

DS

(A)

[[[X]N/A/V/Prepk SF1]Ai -ig/-līc SF2]Aj ↔

[Meaning Sameness/Meaning Addition/Meaning Restrictiveness 

with Relation to SEMi]j

SF1 (A): -bǣre/-cund/-en/-fæst/-feald/-ful/-ig/-iht/-isc/-leās/-ol/-sum/-weard

In the two general schemas for OE DS nouns and adjectives in IDIO (Pleonastic), 

the formal specification reveals that the slot for an OE pleonastic SF2 can be filled 

with one of the four nominal suffixes dōm, -hād, -nes (-ness), -scipe, or one of the 

two adjectival suffixes -ig and -līc. 

The meaning contribution of the two general schemas clearly and 

straightforwardly represent that OE Pleonastic DS nouns and adjectives convey 

'Meaning Sameness', 'Meaning Addition', and 'Meaning Restrictiveness' with relation 

to SEMi (meanings of SS derivatives). 

To sum up, this section reveals that in the IDIO (Pleonastic) DS derivatives in 

OE, most of the DS and SS derivatives are not 'exactly synonymous'. In this respect, 

I argue that the pleonastic SF2s are semantically functional and motivated rather 

than redundant or semantically empty, which is contrasted against the two previous 

studies of Martín Arista (2011) and Kim (2018). 

As previously mentioned in section 2.2, this work claims, in line with the idea of 

'Systematization' leading to 'Overcharacterization' suggested by Booij (2007, 2008), and 

Booij & Audring (2018), that the phenomenon of 'Overcharacterization' (or 

'Hypercharacterization') occurs in  the IDIO (Pleonastic) DS derivatives in OE for the 

purpose of systematizing OE derivational structures  in a uniform way. I view that 

'Overcharacterization' raises the morphological and semantic consistency of the DS 

derivatives in IDIO (Pleonastic); in most cases, the abstract DS nouns denoting such 
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as 'State', 'Authority', or 'Property' tend to have one of the four endings -dōm, -hād, 

-nes (-ness), or -scipe, while the DS adjectives conveying 'Being', 'Characterized by', 

or 'Having' tend to have one of the two endings -ig or -līc.

V. Summary and Implication

This study has offered a morphological and semantic analysis of OE Double- 

Suffixed (DS) derivatives ([[[BASE Stem/Word] SF1] SF2]) based on Construction 

Morphology (CxM) (Booij 2010) and 'Sense Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 2015). The 

formal and semantic properties of DS nouns, adjectives, and adverbs (287 in total) 

under the three semantic groups (Regular (Transparent), Idiosyncratic (Opaque), 

Idiosyncratic (Pleonastic) were analyzed, generalized, and specified in abstract 

schemas. 

The present study shows that a CxM-based analysis gives great strength to the 

morphological analysis of both Regular (Transparent) and Idiosyncratic (Opaque or 

Pleonastic) DS derivatives because the DS derivatives are seen as constructions with 

certain form and meaning. In particular, the idiosyncratic properties of DS 

derivatives that may not display form-meaning correspondence have been 

well-accounted for by means of a schematic representation. Contrary to the 

traditional morpheme-based morphology that regards atypical or irregular patterns as 

exceptions, a word-based CxM analysis gives rise to making a generalization over 

the idiosyncratic formal and semantic features, which are straightforwardly 

represented in abstract schemas. 

In explaining the transparency and opacity of OE DS derivatives, the semantic 

notion of 'Sense Inheritance' (Bauer & Valera 2015) has been used effectively; the first 

group of Regular (Transparent) is applied to the case of 'Overall (or Total) 

Inheritance', while the other two groups of Idiosyncratic (Opaque or Pleonastic) 

show the patterns of 'Meaning Sameness', 'Meaning Addition', and 'Meaning 
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Restrictiveness', all of which are explained based on the two semantic models of 

'Semantic Widening' and 'Semantic Narrowing'.  

With regard to the DS derivatives in Idiosyncratic (Pleonastic), this study gives a 

different view from the previous studies; I argue that pleonastic suffixes as an SF2 

are semantically motivated and required, instead of being redundant or semantically 

empty. By adopting the ideas of Booij (2007, 2008) and Booij & Audring (2018), I 

view that pleonasm in OE Double-Suffixation is the phenomenon of

'Overcharacterization' , which occurs in order to systematize the morphological structures  

more consistently, and to raise the coherence in the lexicon of OE; abstract schemas for 

the pleonastic DS derivatives serve to motivate the coinage of new complex words. 
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Appendix

APPENDIX A: OE [SF1-SF2]N Combinations of Double-Suffixed Nouns

  (*O: occurrence; -: nonoccurrence)

SF2 (Nominal Suffixes)

-dō
m -end -ere -hād -ling

-nes 
(-ness) 

-scipe
-þ 

(-þo, -t) 
-ung
(-ing)

SF1
(N)

-d (-t, -þ, 
-aþ, -oþ, 
-uþ)

- - - O - - - - -

-dōm - - - O - O O - -

-en (N) O - - - - O O - -

-end O - - - - O - - -

-ere - - - - - O - - -

-et (-ett) - - - - O - O - -

-ing O - - O - - - - -

-ung 
(-ing)

O - - - - O - - -

SF1
(A)

-bǣre - - - - - O - - -

-cund - - - - - O - - -

-en (A) O - - - - O O - -

-fæst - - - - - O - - -

-feald - - - - - O - - -

-ful 
(-full) - - - - - O - - -

-ig O - - - - O - - -

-iht - - - - - O - - -

-isc - - - - - O - - -

-leās  - - - - - O - O -

-līc - - - - - O - - -

-ol (A) - - - - - O - - -

-sum - - - - - O - - -

-weard - - - - - O - - -

SF1
(V)

-ett(an) - O - - - - - - O

-læc(an) - - - - - O - - O

-n(ian) - - O - - - - - O

-s(ian)) - O O - - - - - O
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APPENDIX B: OE [SF1-SF2]A Combinations of Double-Suffixed Adjectives

APPENDIX C: OE [SF1-SF2]Adv Combinations of Double-Suffixed Adverbs

SF2 (Adjectival Suffixes)

-fæst -ful (-full) -ig -isc -leās -līc

SF1 (N)

-d (-t, -þ, -aþ, 
-oþ, -uþ)

- - - - - O

-dōm - - - - - O

-en (N) - O - O O O

-end - - - - - O

-ere - - - - - O

-et (-ett) - - - - - O

-hād - - - - - O

-ol (N) O - - - - O

SF1 (A)

-bǣre - - - - - O

-cund - - - - - O

-en (A) - - - - - O

-fæst - - - - - O

-feald - - - - - O

-ful (-full) - - - - - O

-ig O - - - - O

-iht - - O - - -

-isc - - - - - O

-leās  - - - - - O

-sum - - - - - O

-weard - - - - - O

SF1 (Adv) -e - - - - - O

SF2 (Adverbial Suffixes)

-e -līce

SF1 (N)
-en (N) - O

-end - O

SF1 (A)

-bǣre - O

-cund - O

-fæst O O

-feald - O

-ful (-full) - O
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